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Abstract 

Automatic user interface generation is a widely discussed topic in the research 
community. In recent years several approaches have been developed to support 
this kind of generation. There is a need to summarise this. This article should pro-
vide a basis for a founded discussion in this direction. The article gives an overview 
about model-based user interface software tools. The special attention is paid to 
the declarative models. The process of user interface generation is highlighted on a 
basis of a categorisation. The main section contains ideas of TADEUS about auto-
matic user interface generation explained by an example. 
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Introduction 

User interface software is often large, complex and difficult to implement, to de-
bug, and to modify. An average of 48% of the code of application is devoted to the 
user interface, and that about 50% of the implementation time is devoted to im-
plementing the user interface portion [Myers92]. As user interfaces become easier 
to use, they become harder to create [Myers94]. 

A lot of user interface software tools was created in order to help the user interface 
developer. In our days the state of the art tools are called higher level tools 
[Myers95]. Higher level tools exist in a large variety of forms, for example UIMSs, 
UIDEs, IBs, UIDEs1, Application Frameworks and further. They are built on the 
top of user interface toolkits. 

Brad Myers overviews the current state of the art in user interface software tools 
[Myers95]. He introduced a classification of these tools. It is based on the way how 

                                                      
1 Do not confuse this general term with Foley's UIDE - The User Interface Development Environ-
ment [Foley94] the state of the art tool in the area of model-based user interface software tools. 
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the designer can specify the layout and the dynamic behaviour of a user interface. 
There are tools which require the user interface developer to program in a special-
purpose language (language-based tools in Myers' classification), which allow to design 
the user interface interactively (interactive graphical specification tools in Myers' classifica-
tion), or which automatically generate the user interface from a high-level model or 
specification (model-based generation tools in Myers' classification). 

Language-based tools as well as interactive graphical specification tools are com-
mercially available and frequently used at present. But the development of user in-
terfaces is still a difficult and time-consuming activity by using one of these tools. 
Language-based tools support the specification of the control of the user interface 
in an easy way. But the problem is that the developer must specify layout, place-
ment, and format for each user interface object. 

There is an opposite situation with interactive graphical specification tools. On the 
one hand the designer creates the layout of the user interface interactively what 
seems to be a natural way to develop a user interface and can be carried out by 
non-programmers. On the other hand the dialogue control specification has to be 
added by using a programming language or by using a special purpose language. 

Furthermore, the language-based tools as well as the interactive graphical specifica-
tion tools do not support the developer to follow existing user interface guidelines 
and style guides in order to maintain the internal consistency across the user inter-
face as well as the external consistency with other applications. 

A further important lack of language-based tools and interactive graphical specifi-
cation tools is that the results of requirements analysis cannot be directly used for 
user interface development in most of existing user interface software tools. Solv-
ing this problem is a issue of extensive current research (e.g., [Coutaz94, EHCI95]). 

Olsen et al. [Olsen93] suggest the automatic user interface generation as an essen-
tial part of future user interface development environments. The model-based gen-
eration tools were introduced to solve the mentioned problems. Several model-
based user interface software tools have been built. Some of these are UIDE [Fo-
ley94], HUMANOID [Szekely93], ADEPT [Johnson95, Wilson96], ITS [Wiecha90], 
MECANO [Puerta94b, Puerta96b], TRIDENT [Bodart95a], BOSS [Schreiber94b], 
GENIUS [Janssen93], JANUS [Balzert95a], MASTERMIND [Szekely95], AME [Märtin-
96a, Märtin96b]. 

As shown in figure 1 the common property of all these tools is that the desired 
user interface is automatically created from a specification represented by declara-
tive models. 

The model-based approach offers many potential benefits over traditional methods 
of building user interfaces (see also [Szekely95]), e.g., powerful design and runtime 
tools, support for early conceptual design, consistency and reusability, iterative de-
velopment, integrated development of user interface and application core. But this 
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approach is still at the research level (see also [Myers95]), because the user inter-
faces that are generated are not good enough. 

Furthermore, the specification languages are quite hard to learn and use. Extensive 
current research is done to address these problems. On the other hand, there are 
tools which primarily focus on design assistance during the user interface devel-
opment process. Examples are EXPOSE [Gorny95], IDA [Reiterer94]. 
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Figure 1. Model-based user interface generation 

The purpose of this article was to encourage the discussion during the special track 
CADUI workshop. There is a long tradition in CADUI and in our opinion it is 
necessary to summarise the research results. For it, the paper is organised as fol-
lows. Different model-based user interface software tools are shortly surveyed in 
the next section.  

The points of investigation are the use of different declarative models and the 
computer-based user interface generation from it. After it, the automatic user inter-
face generation in the TADEUS approach is described in detail. 

1 Model-Based User Interface Software Tools 

1.1 Representing Information by Declarative Models 

As mentioned above there are several model-based user interface software tools. 
All these approaches follow one key idea. That is, the information which is re-
quired for user interface development is explicitly represented in declarative mod-
els. These models are accessible by the user interface, the application core and ex-
ternal tools at design time and at run time. 

Summarising shortly the mentioned model-based tools there are some kinds of 
models which are used commonly [Puerta94a]. 
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A Task model is used to describe the tasks the end-user has to perform. Goals in 
a task model specify when a desired state is met, methods describe procedures to 
achieve a goal, where atomic methods achieve a goal in one step and composite 
methods decompose a goal into subgoals. 

An Application model is to specify the services an application provides. It is 
mostly object-oriented; objects capture the state of entities and the operations 
change the state of objects. It is important that the operations correspond to the 
atomic methods specified in the task model. 

A Dialogue model is used to describe the human-computer conversation. It de-
scribes when the end-user can invoke commands, select or specify inputs and when 
the computer can query the end-user and presents information. 

A Presentation model specifies the object and operation appearance, the hier-
archical decomposition of displays into components, the attributes and layout of 
each component. 

A Behaviour model is used to specify the input behaviour. The use of a presenta-
tion model and a behaviour model allows to specify the layout and the dynamic 
behaviour of the user interface independently. 

A Platform model can be used to describe platform characteristics, e.g., input de-
vices, output devices. 

A User model specifies the end-user characteristics. A user model can be used in 
order to generate individual user interfaces (adapted to stereotypes), to reconfigure 
the interface to the end-user, to provide adaptive user interfaces, to provide an ap-
propriate level of help, to actively guide the user during interaction. 

A Workplace model can describe workplace characteristics, e.g., cultural charac-
teristics, environment factors. These models are used in different ways. The first 
five of these eight are used mainly; the use of an explicit user model was suggested 
in the context of ADEPT only [Kelly92], neither an explicit platform model nor an 
explicit workplace model is used in any of the model-based approaches. Further-
more, there are differences in controlling the designed user interface, e.g., control-
ling by a special-purpose runtime-system that uses the specified models directly or 
generating a textual user interface description that is used to control an existing 
UIMS. Let's look into some of the mentioned tools. 

In UIDE [Sukaviriya93] the designer has to specify an application model that consists 
of application actions, interface actions, and interaction techniques. Parameters, pre-condi-
tions, and post-conditions are assigned to each action. The pre- and post-condi-
tions are used to control the user interface during run time by means of the UIDE 
runtime system. 

An extension to UIDE [Sukaviriya94] provides an application model and an interface 
model. The application model consists of tasks which will be performed by end-
users, their operational constraints, and objects on which these tasks operate. Inter-
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face components, application-independent interface tasks, and operational con-
straints on these tasks are specified in the interface model. The application seman-
tic information which is stored in the application model is preserved from design 
time to run time. So it can be used for some sophisticated tools to support the end-
user, e.g. automatic generation of context-sensitive help. 

HUMANOID [Szekely92, Szekely93] provides a declarative modelling language that 
consists of five semi-independent parts: the application semantics represents the ob-
jects and operations of an application; the presentation defines the visual appearance 
of the interface; the behaviour defines the input gestures that can be applied to pre-
sented objects, and their effects on the state of the application and the interface; 
the dialogue sequencing defines the ordering constraints for executing commands and 
supplying inputs to commands; the action side-effects defines actions executed auto-
matically when commands or command inputs change state (e.g., making a newly 
created object the current state). The presentation and the behaviour models are 
specified by using templates, the dialogue sequencing is specified implicitly and is 
derived from the application model. The designed user interface is controlled by 
the HUMANOID runtime system. 

In TRIDENT [Bodart94b, Bodart95a] the designer has to specify a task model which 
is represented by an Activity Chaining Graph (ACG) and an application model in 
form of an entity-relationship diagram. The task model includes the interactive 
tasks the end-user has to perform, and the sequencing information for tasks in or-
der to achieve the related goal. A presentation model represented by presentation units 
is defined over the ACG. Finally, a textual description of the user interface is gen-
erated. 

In GENIUS [Janssen93] the designer uses the existing data model to design the user 
interface. On the data model he has to define views those are used for explicit dia-
logue modelling by means of Dialogue nets and for the layout generation. A textual 
description of the user interface is generated. 

In JANUS [Balzert95a] the user interface is generated from an object-oriented applica-
tion model (OOA model that results from object-oriented analysis) by using few 
knowledge bases. There are not any further models in JANUS. A textual description 
of the user interface is generated. 

According to the notation of the central model (mostly the application or task 
model) the mentioned model-based approaches can be classified into two classes: 
the ones which use their own notation (e.g., UIDE, HUMANOID, TRIDENT) and the 
others which use notations well-known from software-engineering (e.g., JANUS, 
GENIUS). Especially JANUS is a good example how to use a software-engineering 
model to generate the user interface. In this way user interface engineering can be 
integrated into the general software engineering process what is mentioned as a fu-
ture direction of research by a lot of authors (e.g., [Coutaz94, Curtis94]). 

According to the generation target there also can be distinguished two groups (see 
figure 1): the systems which use their own runtime system (e.g., UIDE, HUMAN-
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OID) and the systems which generate a textual description of the desired user inter-
face to animate and to control by means of existing UIMS (e.g., GENIUS, JANUS).  

Furthermore, there are some differences in modelling the dialogue sequencing. On 
the one hand, such systems like UIDE, HUMANOID, MECANO, or TRIDENT do not 
use an explicit dialogue model. The necessary sequencing information is specified 
by using pre's and post's (e.g., UIDE), or it is derived from the application model 
(e.g., HUMANOID, MECANO - extended application model called domain model, 
JANUS) or task model (e.g., TRIDENT). 

On the other hand, some authors argue the importance of explicit dialogue model-
ling [Janssen96, Lauridsen95, Weisbecker95]. This approach allows to involve the 
end-user in a participatory user interface design process because of the whole dia-
logue structure can be shown and discussed at a glance. Furthermore, the genera-
tion of the user interface from an explicit dialogue model can lead to a higher qual-
ity of the user interface than the generation from other models. 

1.2 Process of User Interface Generation 

The idea of automatic user interface generation from some kind of declarative de-
scription (e.g., application model) is not new at all. The first of these tools were 
presented about ten years ago, e.g., COUSIN [Hayes85], MIKE [Olsen86]. Currently, 
there are a lot of various approaches of automatic user interface generation. They 
are different in the use of input information mostly represented by declarative 
models (from which the generation is done), the generation target, and the genera-
tion process itself. The first two points are shortly reported above. Now we will 
discuss the generation process. 

Although there are differences, some common features of the user interface gen-
eration can be identified. Mostly, four basic steps are reported (e.g., [Puerta94b, 
Balzert95a, Janssen96, Vanderdonckt95b, Weisbecker95]): 

• high-level dialogue generation, 
• layout generation, 
• low-level dialogue generation, 
• layout and design revision. 

There are also some extensions. Helmut Balzert [Balzert95b] describes not only the 
user interface generation but also extends to application generation too. Jean Van-
derdonckt [Vanderdonckt95b] especially analyses the knowledge-based support of 
each generation step, e.g., suggestion of interaction style, selection of interaction 
objects, defining the layout of interaction objects, identification of windows, pro-
viding a guideline document.  

High-level dialogue generation consists of identification of all windows of the 
desired user interface, specification of the navigation structure among these win-
dows in the interface, and assigning of interface objects to each window. The term 
Abstract Interaction Object (AIO) is often used instead of the term interface ob-
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jects, e.g., [Morin90, Johnson92a, Vanderdonckt93, Weisbecker95]. AIO takes into 
consideration behavioural aspects only, they are free of presentational aspects.  

TRIDENT uses Presentation Units (PU) defined over the ACG. One or more win-
dows can be identified inside a PU. For it, five identification strategies are sug-
gested and supported by algorithms [Bodart95b]. The selection process of AIO in-
side a PU can be full automatic or computer-aided. For it, additional information 
from the task and application model is used [Vanderdonckt93]. 

GENIUS [Janssen93] automatically assigns a window to each view defined in the 
dialogue model. The views are defined by hand on the data model. The transitions 
of the Dialogue nets (Dialogue nets represent the dialogue model in GENIUS) are 
used for the generation of navigation structure among windows. AIOs are assigned 
to each attribute of entities related to a view. 

JANUS [Balzert95a] assigns a window to each non-abstract class defined in the ob-
ject-oriented model. The navigation structure among these windows is generated 
by using the relations between the classes defined in the OOA model and by using 
one of the knowledge bases in order to generate one pull-down menu item for each 
window.  

MECANO [Puerta94b] is similar to JANUS. It also assigns a window to each class 
defined in the domain model. The navigation structure is derived from the rela-
tions between the classes. In both systems the AIOs are derived from model in-
formation, in JANUS an AIO is assigned to each attribute of a class, and in ME-
CANO to each slot of a class. 

During layout generation each abstract interaction object is assigned to a Con-
crete Interaction Object (CIO, e.g., dialogue widgets on toolkit-level) and all CIOs 
are placed on their corresponding windows by a layout algorithm that observes in-
terface design guidelines. Various placement strategies are discussed in the litera-
ture (e.g., a summarising overview [Vanderdonckt94d]). 

Low-level dialogue generation deals with the user interface behaviour on the 
CIO-level, e.g., disabling of application actions if there is not any selected object. 
On this level the systems, that preserve the application semantics from design time 
to run time (e.g., UIDE, HUMANOID), are good because of dependencies like that 
mentioned above are specified by pre's and post's and can be used to execute the 
user interface. In GENIUS the dialogue model was extended with constraints in or-
der to describe low-level user interface behaviour [Janssen96]. This step is not de-
scribed for all the other tools explicitly. 

Layout and design revision is done in the most cases manually. It is an essential 
step because of automation during layout generation do not guarantee a satisfac-
tory user interface in all cases. This step is used for participatory design steps on 
which the end user of the desired user interface is involved. 
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Considering the mentioned methodologies for user interface generation together 
with the described generation levels we are developing TADEUS – a task-based 
methodology supporting the user interface development process. 

1.3 User Interface Development by Using TADEUS 

At the begin we want to describe the TADEUS methodology in general. Then we 
outline the TADEUS dialogue model shortly. 

The TADEUS approach divides the user interface development process of an inter-
active software system into three stages [Elwert95]. In the first stage, the require-
ments analysis, the designer specifies three domain models (task, problem domain, 
and user model) which contain the requirements for the desired user interface. In 
the second, the dialogue design stage, the designer develops the dialogue model. Its 
initial form is generated from the already created domain models. 

The dialogue model describes the static layout and the dynamic behaviour of the 
user interface. The third stage is the automatic generation of the prototype of the 
final user interface by using a software ergonomics knowledge base and additional 
information input provided by an auxiliary dialogue with the dialogue designer in 
order to request non-specified information. The generation result is a dialogue de-
scription file for an existing UIMS. 

The TADEUS dialogue model distinguishes between two different types of dialogue, 
the navigation and the processing dialogue. The navigation dialogue describes the pos-
sible interactions between dialogue views which represent logical and functional 
groups of dialogue objects1. The dialogue objects represent objects and methods 
stored in the TADEUS problem domain model. 

A group called dialogue view can exist in one or more instances. The dialogue views 
are transformed later on into windows of the final user interface. The navigation 
dialogue can be specified by means of Dialogue graphs.  

The processing dialogue deals with the description of the dialogue within a dialogue 
view and is expressed by interaction tables. This interaction table stores the design 
decision about the representation of objects and methods coming from the prob-
lem domain model in terms of dialogue object, method, dialogue form, transition, 
abstract interaction object and concrete interaction object. The interaction table 
covers the development process from an abstract to a concrete level. In a further 

                                                      
1 Dialogue objects are close related to task placed in the task model and their related objects and 
methods and objects and methods placed in the problem domain model. That means in particular a 
dialogue object represents a problem domain object or a releaser of a method of an object. In the fol-
lowing section we want to use the term interaction object instead of dialogue objects in order to em-
phasis the interactive nature of these objects. There is no difference between this both terms but in 
our opinion the term dialogue object fits the desired meaning at the best. We use both in this paper 
in order to make it easier to find relations to other existing methodologies. 
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development step of TADEUS we want to use the Dialogue graph notation for the 
description of the processing dialogue too. 

2 Generation of User Interface Software in TADEUS 

The development of the dialogue model and the generation of the user interface 
prototype are closely related. The exactness of the dialogue model influences the 
effort for the generation of the user interface and its quality. If there are missed in-
formation in the dialogue model the dialogue designer has to answer some ques-
tions during the generation process to add the missed information.  

In TADEUS the desired user interface is primarily generated from the dialogue 
model which consists of two parts the Dialogue graph and the interaction tables. 
Additionally, information represented in the task and problem domain models is 
used during the generation process. The presentation layout of the user interface is 
generated using the interaction tables and the problem domain model. The dy-
namic behaviour of the user interface is generated using the Dialogue graph and 
the task model. 

The generation process realised in the TADEUS system conforms to the four steps 
discussed in the paragraph 1.2. Furthermore, it is similar to the generation steps de-
scribed in TRIDENT [Bodart95a], GENIUS [Weisbecker95]. The TADEUS generation 
process contains seven steps: 

1. Defining and evaluating the default layout description. 
2. Selection of abstract interaction objects for each dialogue form. 
3. Mapping from abstract interaction objects to concrete interaction objects. 
4. Defining the layout of concrete interaction objects by using the defaults. 
5. Placing the concrete interaction objects inside the views automatically. 
6. Creation the dynamic behaviour from the Dialogue graph. 
7. Generation of the user interface description file for an existing UIMS. 

In general, the dialogue designer performs only once the first step for each user in-
terface project. The default layout description includes some presentation proper-
ties of CIO. For example, one important point of the defaults is the definition of 
background and foreground colour relations of CIOs themselves, among different 
CIOs, and between windows and CIOs which are placed inside the windows. 

During the generation process these default settings support to achieve consistency 
and to speed up the generation procedure. The table 1 gives a short impression of 
the defaults. 
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CIO background foreground font cursor type 

window white black mask font arrow cursor 
group box grey black mask font arrow cursor 
edit text white blue text font text cursor 

push button dark grey black button font action cursor 

Table 1. Default layout description (some examples) 

The real and possible repeated generation process begins at step 2. The highest 
level of the TADEUS dialogue model describes views which are transformed into 
windows during the generation process. That means, the window identification 
procedure is done by explicit dialogue modelling before the automatic generation 
starts. Furthermore, the generation steps from 2 up to 5 must be repeated for each 
view (window). The dynamic behaviour among the windows is generated from the 
transitions of the Dialogue graph (see below). 

An interaction table is defined for each view of a Dialogue graph in order to de-
scribe the processing dialogue. There are some examples of interaction tables in the 
following section. The dialogue designer can define a dialogue form for each transi-
tion of the Dialogue graph which is assigned to the current view. If there is no ad-
ditional information from the task or problem domain model, the default for the 
dialogue form is a function call, but the dialogue designer can change this value. 
The use of this additional information is a topic of our current research. The in-
formation about the dialogue forms is used to choose AIOs by rules which are de-
rived from table 2. In the following step the abstract interaction objects are 
mapped to CIOs by rules which are derived from table 3. 

 
dialogue form type AIO 

function call  action trigger 
data input free input field; input group 

 1:n single selector 
 m:n multiple selector 

data output  output field; output group 

Table 2. From the dialogue form to the AIO (some examples) 
 

AIO type CIO 
input field free edit text 

single selector 1 : n, (n = const., n ≤ 7) group box + radio button 
 1 : n, (n = const., n > 7) list box 
 1 : n, (n = variable) list box 

multiple selector m : n, (n = const., n ≤ 7) group box + check boxes 
 m : n, (n = const., n > 7) list box 
 m : n, (n = variable) list box 

Table 3. From the AIO to the CIO (some examples) 

In the next steps each concrete interaction object is extended by layout parameters 
and placed in the corresponding window. The step 4 is solved by the usage of the 
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default layout description. This description contains information about layout pa-
rameters of each concrete interaction object type (e.g., foreground colour, back-
ground colour, see table 1). The step 5 is supported by grouping information which 
is described in the interaction table. This information is not required, but it helps a 
lot to improve the quality of the generated layout. 

When the static layout of all views (windows) is generated the dynamic behaviour 
among these windows is implemented. All transitions of the Dialogue graph are 
transformed into executable rules by generation pattern. A generation pattern is de-
fined for each transition, the following figure gives an impression on the essence of 
a sequential transition (left hand side) and a concurrent transition (right hand side). 

V1 V2

on  B1  select 
{ 
 V2.visible  :=  TRUE; 
}

V1

on  B1  select 
{ 
 V1.visible  :=  FALSE; 
 V2.visible  :=  TRUE; 
}

B1 B1V2

 
Figure 2. Generation pattern 

Up to this point the result of the TADEUS generation process is an internal user in-
terface description which is independent of a concrete UIMS. In the last step it is 
transformed into a user interface description file of an existing UIMS. So, it is pos-
sible to create the same user interface for different UIMS or on different platforms. 

3 Example 

Let's use a concrete example to demonstrate the TADEUS generation process. The 
example explains a part of the user interface of the TADEUS environment, the user 
modelling component [Elwert95]. The necessary parts of the task model and the 
problem domain model for the user modelling component are shown in figure 3.  

Furthermore, figure 3 shows the views the dialogue designer identified over the 
task model. With it, the Dialogue graph shown in figure 4 can be generated (view 1 
= TADEUS, view 2 = user model, view 3 = role). 

This example explains two elementary dialogue structures of a GUI of an informa-
tion system like a database application. The first one describes the situation: the 
end-user uses the interactive system to support a lot of sub-tasks (e.g., process 
tasks, process roles) which he/she can carry out concurrently. It is represented with 
a concurrent transition in the Dialogue graph between the main view and the view 
of a sub-task.  
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The second one describes the situation: the end-user wants to process a set of ob-
jects of the same type (e.g., different end-users of an interactive application are 
modelled by different roles). This situation is represented with an object-related 
concurrent transition. 

role 
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Figure 3. Example: task and problem domain model 

 
Figure 4. Example: Dialogue graph 

The dialogue designer defines for the view user model the interaction table (see table 
4). There are some special features which should be explained. First, the rows of 
the interaction table were created automatically. The sequence of the first three 
transitions confirms to the task model (e.g., the order of sub-tasks from left to 
right). The help and quit transition are added by using styleguide information. 

Second, the dialogue designer changed the dialogue form of the create role transition 
to data input. And third, the dialogue designer had to change the positions in the 
second group to achieve suitable sequence of the buttons. The generation result is 
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shown in figure 5; figure 6 shows the corresponding generation result of the view 
role. The next example explains how the generation results will change, if the dia-
logue designer uses the generated interaction table (see table 5). Now there are only 
two groups, the transitions derived from the task model and the transitions added 
by using styleguide information. The generation result is shown in figure 7. 

transition dialogue form type group position in group 
create role data input free 1 1 

remove role function call  2 2 
modify role function call  2 1 

help function call  3 1 
quit function call  3 2 

Table 4. Example: interaction table of the view user model 

transition dialogue form type group position in group 
create role function call  1 1 

remove role function call  1 3 
modify role function call  1 2 

help function call  2 1 
quit function call  2 2 

Table 5. Example: modified interaction table of the view user model 

 
Figure 5. Generation result of view user model 
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Figure 6. Generation result of the view role 

 
Figure 7. Generation result of the modified view user model 

Conclusion 

In this paper we summarised the work in the area of model-based user interface 
software tools in order to come to a basis for automatic user interface generation. 
In a lot of various model-based user interface tools some common declarative 
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models are used to specify the necessary information for automatic user interface 
generation. 

The user interface generation process in the TADEUS system was described and 
demonstrated by an example. The development of the tool supporting this genera-
tion process is not finished yet. In order to improve the quality of the generation 
result, we plan to implement a tool which generates different suggestions of the 
layout of a view and then the dialogue designer can select the best one. Further-
more, it is necessary to extend the generation tool by a possibility for the creation 
of the system pull-down menu of the desired user interface in order to fulfil 
styleguide requirements. 

In our opinion, one point of discussion during the CADUI workshop should be 
the relation between modelling effort and quality of generation result. As it is obvi-
ous, on the one hand, the modelling effort using the TADEUS environment is high, 
but on the other hand, the generation result of user interfaces in the area of infor-
mation systems is acceptable. 

Furthermore, there are a lot of other points which could be discussed. Important 
ones are which steps of user interface generation can be done in a full automatic 
way, how many it will cost (e.g., realisation of the tool, required time of the genera-
tion procedure), and what kind of quality we will get as result of this generation 
process. Or there are any steps which the dialogue designer must execute (these 
steps are unable for automatisation) or should execute (these steps are carried out 
by the dialogue designer better than automatisation) in order to achieve an accept-
able quality per acceptable costs. 
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